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“Consuming Art the art overflows the gallery”
JOSE ANTONIO EVORA the New Herald

It is not necessary to translate it: Consuming Art . The art overflowing the gallery, the museum and the private collection: in the omnibus shutdown, in the locker and the waiting room of the consultation of the doctor.
The public space improved by the functional beauty and the domestic subject to a constructive invasion of the
privacy.

Dot Fifty One Art Space and Alejandra von Hartz Fine Arts, two galleries of the Wynwood Art District (Von
Hartz is being changed of the space that occupied in the Buenavista Building, of the Design District), had sent
the call with an idea in mind: that the artists whose work was lent to do presented/displayed it scale models
of art applied to the daily life. Some already they had them, and others prepared them for the occasion. The
result is indeed this sample, Consuming Art , that will remain open in Dot Fifty One until the 12 of November.
They were, at the end of century XIX, the Nabis in France and English of the Arts movement and Crafts who
more pressed the elitist borders of the art in search of the society. But they were not much successful: it trátese of a furniture, an inner decoration or any artisan object, in the end that takes it is the one that can more
pay by her.

What Alexandra von Hartz, owner of the gallery of the same name, and Isaac J. Perelman and Alfredo Guzmán
try now, proprietors of Dot Fifty One, is to attract governmental capital and private towards investments that
the wild urbanization ignores, because they do not generate constant and impressive immediate gain. They
wish to as much promote the investment in the environmental design and everything what can be making of
the city a more amiable and beautiful place, for those who live it like for that they visit it.
To pay by the construction in series of shutdowns of omnibus like the designed one by Ed Levine, an artist
who lives between Philadelphia and Miami, means short term a gain for those who uses the public transport,
because it puts them safe from the inclemencies of the inclemency; to medium term perhaps a stimulus for
the most rational operation of the fuel, because an attractive shutdown of omnibus is probably the unique
thing that they need many terrified with the cost the gasoline to finish undoing of his vehicles, and long term
a distinguishing seal for the city. The moment in which must arrive we are proud not only of to have attracted
Art Basel every December, but for living all the year surrounded by the visual wealth that promotes the fair.

Really, there is no great large city without own personality, that only can give their inhabitants him when they
love the sufficient thing to want to leave it in inheritance to its descendants. And it is not by pure generosity
that appears promotional, although something thus dyes the reasons. At heart, one is common sense, and
until of egoísmo, that not always generates monsters. When the Médici did of Florence which was and still is
did not move so much the pride of the patronage like the intention to live surrounded by beauty. From the
point of view strictly financier, and not only reason why represents like elevation of the human spirit, the work
of Michelangelo and of Brunelleschi it is after the centuries an investment that almost multiplied its value like
anything in this world.

Antuán, Ana Lisazo, Beryll Brenner, Car it Bronzini, Cristina Santander, Morning call of Lots, already mentioned
Levine, Jose Luis Anzízar, Joanne Mc Kay, Juan Melé, Leonel Matheu, Lilla Tabasso, Lilliane Eberle, Lynne Golob
Gelfman, Michele Oka Doner, Ofra Horseradish tree David and Tim Walker are advanced of this the first edition
of Consuming Art . First, yes, because there will be one every year, always with the same objective: the one
to create a bank of scale models where the county and municipal authorities corresponding and the deprived
investors can go to the hunting of projects that aesthetically clear the same an urbanization that a clothes.

I believe that to be indeed the first edition, Von Hartz, Perelman and Guzmán they still maintain a work phantom too ample, with borders no so tight between the type of conventional stock of a gallery and the nature of
a project, we say, essentially wholesaler. Certain that the government of the county could order pictures like
Hot Tears ( hot Tears ), of Lilliane Eberle, for a lobby of the new Performing Arts Center, and until I dare to
recommend it, but that does not mean that it is necessarily a collection like Consuming Art --or like which
tries to be Consuming Art -- the most appropriate place to give with a unique piece, of the sort which they
commercialize the galleries. With a specialized stock more, the collection would gain force and represent better
its assignment. The functional analysis must weigh as much as the aesthetic one.
The shutdown of omnibus of Levine, the humanized toilets of Antuán, the clock of Melé, the video-relax of
Leonel Matheu, the curtains of Lynne Golob Gelfman and the shoes of Jose Luis Anzízar mark decisive slopes
of the project. In any case, the is imperative to thank to Dot Fifty One Art Space and Alejandra von Hartz Fine
Arts for this test of commitment with Miami; the evident ambition of public refinement in a still more propitious city -- outside the islands -- to the necessities of traders of step that of established inhabitants. To the authors of the project they do not need to them moral stimuli. Also the pocket will give the reason them.
jevora@herald.com
Collective exhibition ' Consuming Art'. Dot Fifty One Art Space, 51 36 NW St. Until the 12 of November. Of
Monday through Friday, between noon and 7 p.m. Saturdays by appointment. (305) 573-9994 and
www.dotfiftyone.com.

